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DENVER BRONCOS QUOTES (12/8/11) 

  

CORNERBACK CHAMP BAILEY  
 

On whether he would like to have played against Chicago QB Jay Cutler this weekend 
“A little, because he used to be here—he used to be one of our guys—and you love to compete against a guy you used to play 
with. At the same time, it doesn’t matter either way right now.”  
 
On what to expect from Chicago’s offense 
“I would assume that they’re definitely going to try to establish their run game, because when you think about it, that’s the way 
to take the pressure off a young guy. Until he gets in his rhythm, they’re going to definitely try to run the ball.” 
 
On media attention 
“I really don’t care if they praise us or dismiss us. It really doesn’t matter. All that matters is that these guys in this locker room 
are confident. That’s all that matters.”  
 
On what CB André Goodman brings to the defense 
“Just those big plays. That’s one thing I know he craves is making a big play, and he’s done it for us.”  
 
On whether he is happy to see CB André Goodman playing well after being injured for much of the 2010 season 
“Yes, because I know how frustrating it was being around him day to day. Having a guy come back that you’re familiar with and 
know can play the game, that’s also good for this team.” 
 
On CB André Goodman 
“One thing I know about him is that his memory is very short. He doesn’t worry about what’s happened, bad or good. He just 
keeps pushing to the next play, and I expect him to do things like that, because he’s capable of doing that.” 
 
On whether he would kick to WR/KR Devin Hester 
“Not in a million years. I wouldn’t, but I’ve been around coaches that have. I know the last time we played them; I think we all 
remember that.”  
 
On WR/KR Devin Hester 
“We know what type of player he is. You don’t take any chances with the guy. He’s the best in the game, the best ever in my 
book.” 
 
On Chicago’s wide receivers 
“I think they can do a lot of things very well. [WR Johnny] Knox is getting better. He’s improved a lot over the last couple of years, 
so I expect them to come out and do what they do. They’ve got straight line speed, but they can run intermediate routes just as 
well.” 
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On critics 
“I don’t care. Whether you pat me on the back or not, it doesn’t matter to me because it’s all about the guys in here. Once you 
get caught up in that and caught up in all the praise and glory you tend to go the other way. We’re not going to let that happen.” 
 
On the defense getting after QB Caleb Hanie 
“When we have our opportunities to do it, we’re definitely going to do it relentlessly. I’m just glad we’ve got one of our guys 
back this week. That’s going to make it very possible for us.” 
 
On Hanie’s turnovers this season 
“We definitely want to make him make mistakes. I’m sure they’re going to try to minimize that as much as possible when we put 
them in those situations. There are going to be times, he has the ball in his hands every play. He has to make some good 
decisions to give them a chance.” 
 
On LB Von Miller 
“We definitely missed him because he’s done so much for us and to try to make those adjustments. I have to give [LB] Mario 
Haggan a lot of credit for the way he played. I didn’t see Von score a touchdown the first 10 weeks, but Von is one of a kind, 
though. We missed him.” 
 
On the last time he saw a rookie have the type of defensive impact LB Von Miller is having 
“Not since myself (laughing). [DE] Jevon Kearse, maybe. I think he’s on his way to break that record.” 
 
 


